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ABSTRACT

Manufacturing a steel product mix (bar, rod, sheet) involves a series of unit operations - primary steel 
making, secondary steel making (ladle refining and tundish operation), continuous casting, reheating, 
rolling and annealing. The properties of the final product depend significantly on how each unit opera-
tion is carried out. Each unit operation must be operated to meet the requirements of the subsequent 
operations. The requirements imposed on a particular unit operation are often conflicting and compro-
mises must be made. Also, there is high degree of uncertainty in the operating parameters of each unit 
operation, which may lead to considerable deviations from the anticipated performance. To ensure that 
the final quality specifications of the product is not sacrificed and the customer requirements are met, it 
is essential to manage the conflict and uncertainty involved in each unit operation of the manufacturing 
process. In this chapter, we illustrate the use of compromise Decision Support Problem (cDSP) con-
struct and ternary plots to overcome the challenges involved in one of the unit operations, namely, the 
tundish. The construct can be instantiated for other unit operations to cover the entire manufacturing 
cycle. Exploring the effects of system variables for each process step through experiments and plant trials
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1. FRAME OF REFERENCE

Consider the following scenario: A steel mill day-in-day-out is involved in production of steel product 
mix using a particular grade of steel. Due to a change in customer needs, the steel mill has to produce the 
same product mix with a different grade of steel. To be able to switch the production, the personnel at 
the steel mill will need to spend a lot of time and money in carrying out experiments and plant trials, to 
determine the operating set points for each unit operation of manufacturing process chain. In this chap-
ter we propose a method for simulating the behaviour of the unit operation, explore the solution space 
and determine the operating set points of a unit operation. The method is demonstrated for the tundish.

Manufacturing a steel product mix involves series of unit operations - ladle refining, tundish opera-
tion, continuous casting, rolling and annealing. The sequence and flow of information from one unit 
operation to another is shown in Figure 1. Industry continues to look for ways to reduce development 
costs and time required when a different grade of steel is to be used for manufacturing a new product mix. 
To meet this need, we suggest that integrated modelling of the entire manufacturing chain is required 
(Singh, Pardeshi, & Goyal, 2011). Integration is critical as the processes are linked and the outcome of 
one unit operation influences the way in which other operation needs to be carried out and there may 
be alternative paths which yield the same end-product. However before integration, it is necessary to 
develop models to account for uncertainty and essential trade-offs for each of the constituent processes.

is time consuming and very costly. The proposed method allows for faster design exploration of the 
process and thereby provides a reduced search space to a process designer. The process designer, with 
reduced experimentation requirements, can explore the narrowed search space to find the operating set 
points for a tundish. This, in turn, reduces the time and cost involved in production of a steel product 
mix with a new grade of steel in industry.

Figure 1. Steel product manufacturing chain
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